FRENCH INDO-CHINA
catering France as French goods enjoyed in the colonies. Local colonial
assemblies were permitted initiative in tariff legislation. The colony's
exceptions list would automatically be granted if no Ministerial action
occurred within three months after the list had been formally sub-
mitted. This practical measure effectively put an end to the abuse of
silence by which Paris had heretofore indefinitely delayed action on
exemptions.
The new tariff is an assimiktionist compromise, not in principle
but in a more supple procedure. Its development of the exceptions
list is the equivalent of a new-bom tariff personality which gives each
colony its own tariff solution. These modifications, especially for the
necessities of native life, are important, and show as well the trend
away from a fiscal to a protective tariff for Indo-Chinese industries.
The notable intensification of protectionism is not only a general
post-War development, but one peculiar to Indo-China. The colony
has used its new privileges not to reduce but to increase duty, notably
in protecting the local industries of porcelain, silk, and paper.
The fact that the Far Eastern countries, which are Indo-China's
chief provisioaexs and clients, continue to pay the high French tariff,
wtille lesser cEents only pay the minimum, is contrary to the colony's
interests. Indo-'CWna's commerce with her neighbours declined steadily
from 1892 on, in proportion as it increased with France, and this
unfortunate consequence of assimilation has been accentuated since
1928. The situation has, of course, been complicated by the depression*
Hie protectionist principle, if' judiciously applied, is justifiable for a
colony, but unfortunately in Indo-China its application is defec-
tive because it lias been influenced by private interests. The current
tariff is the result of pressure by individual industrialists for protection
of	products, mther than in the interests of the colony as a
whole. The great body of consumers is sacrificed anew for a few local
producers. Tbe consequences 'are inevitably a rise in the cost of living
a	to ooateabazfcd. In addition, retaliation Is evident
la the	purchases of Indo-Oiiim's Far Eastern clientele. A
rise in tariff revenues was soon offset by a rapid slump.
Tte	its severity, but showed up the essential
flwr ib	tariff conception—die kck of baknce
the	•md sales to her neighbours. Indo-
»	{mad up wMi the Far East, and its
t&M	are 'tioiwigfaly artificial and unrelated to
her	So per cent of Indo-42hiaft'a

